INTERNATIONAL
PROJECT

LOCALITY: PERUGIA
ASSISI (ITALY)
FOR: ATHLETES 14 – 20
YEARS OLD
DURATION: UNTIL 14 DAYS

The “Team Tour”
are soccer development
initiatives oriented towards
the identification and
improvement of boys between
13 and 19 years of age.
AC Perugia “International Project”
organize every year Team
Tours for teams from
all over the world

The Team Tour offers a high group training level
reached with technical and tactical drills along
with small or full sided games. The individual
qualities are developed through daily technical
training sessions and then refined through
targeted tactical training sessions.
The main goal is personal development of the
player in its basic technical skills and in soccer
fundamentals. AC Perugia will motivate each
player, putting them in real game situations,
endorsing their abilities.
The time spent at the Team Tour is a personal
growth opportunity but also of socialization and
a technical and tactical enrichment for the
young player.

ONE DAY AT THE TEAM TOUR
Every selected player
will be then invited to the
next Official Tryout.
Family and relatives can watch
and follow players training
sessions and matches.
The players will be free to attend
every development course and
fieldtrip in the local touristic
areas.

8,30 am

Wake up

9,00 am

Breakfast

10,00 - 12,00 am

Training session

1,00 pm

Lunch

4,00 - 6,00 pm

Showcase match

8,00 pm

Dinner

SINGLE PLAYER PRICES
Duration

Locality

Price

1 Week

Perugia (Italy)

€

2 Week

Perugia (Italy)

€ 1.500,00

3 Week

Perugia (Italy)

€ 2.100,00

800,00

Tuition Includes:
- 3 or 4 Stars Hotel (depending on availability) full board accommodation
- Private Bus for the duration of the Soccer Camp
- Daily transport or bus pass to all sports training, matches, and social activities
- Transportation to/from Rome International airport/hosting city
- Guided full-day excursions to places of historical & cultural interest
(Florence, Rome, Assisi, Perugia, Siena)
- Intensive Soccer Training Program (4 hours a day)
- 2 Training Kits
- Tecnichal Evaluation Report
- Certificate of Attendance

INTERNATIONAL PROJECT

Via A. Ponchielli, 8
06073 Corciano (PG) - Italy

+39 075 517 3779
+39 344 017 5190

international@sportgest.org
www.soccertalentidentification.com

